Breastfeeding

how to know your breastfed
baby is getting enough milk

Is Baby Getting Enough Milk . Baby’s Stomach . Changing Stools . Diaper Count

IS BABY GET TING ENO UGH MILK ?

Let your baby show you how long to breastfeed. Once baby has fed well on one
breast and stops and lets go, burp your baby and then offer the other breast to
see if they are still hungry.
l You should hear or see your baby swallow while nursing.

l

Your baby should breastfeed 8-12 times in 24 hours.
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Day 3-4 - Greenish to yellow
and is less thick.
By day 5 - Mustard or yellow
seedy and water y.
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Your baby’s stools will change:
l Day 1-3 - Bla
ck, thick, and sticky;
this is called meconium.
l
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At left is the size of
your baby’s
stomach.

Get help from your doctor or lactation consultant if your baby:

DIAPER COUNT

You can tell when your baby is getting enough milk by
the number of diapers they use. Your baby should wet/
dirty the following number of diapers per day.
BABY’S AGE

2 DAYS OLD
3 DAYS OLD

Has a dry mouth.

l

Has red colored urine.

l

Has yellow skin (Jaundice).

l

Stool does not change to yellow and seedy by day 5.

5 DAYS OLD

l

Does not have enough wet or dirty diapers (see Breastfeeding Diaper Diary on back).

6+ DAYS OLD

l

Does not wake up to eat at least 8 times in 24 hours.

l

Is losing weight after day 5; is under birth weight at 2 weeks.

If your baby is feeding every hour, this is called cluster feeding and it is
perfectly normal. Example: Baby breastfeeds every hour for 3-5 feedings
and sleeps 3-4 hours between clusters.

DIRTY DIAPERS

1 DAY OLD

l

CLUSTER FEEDING

WET DIAPERS		

4 DAYS OLD

After 4-6 weeks of age
your baby’s stools may
decrease. It is not unusual
for breastfed babies older
than 1 month to only stool
every 2-4 days or longer.

WHEN USING A BREAST PUMP

:

You may not be able to express
ver y
much breast milk at first. Thi
s is
normal and does not mean you
do
not have enough milk.
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BR EA STFEED ING DIAPER DIARY

INSTRUCTIONS: Each day, circle the approximate time to the nearest hour that you start breastfeeding.
Circle the W when your baby has a wet diaper. Circle the D when your baby has a dirty diaper.
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If you have any concerns or questions about breastfeeding, call:
MISS O URI DEPAR TMENT O F HE ALTH AND SENIO R SERV ICE S WIC AND NUTRITION SERVICES 573-751- 6204
AN EO/A A E MPLOY ER: Ser vices provided on a nondiscriminator y basis. Hearing- and speech-impaired citizens can dial 711.
WIC #568 (08/18)
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

